U.S. Labor Party Hits Election Fraud Against Its Candidates

Hartford GOP: “LP was Frauded”

by Molly Kronberg

Nov. 11 (NSIPS) — “I'd like to say something about the U.S. Labor Party. Labor Party candidates, with whom I don't necessarily agree, ran the best campaigns in this election. They defined the issues and solutions to problems consistently, articulately, and intelligently. Their candidates were the best qualified in the race; they should have been elected; and they all were the victims of vote fraud.”

This was the substance of a statement yesterday in the Hartford press corps by Republican Party City Chairman Cardwell at a press conference sponsored by the Hartford Republican Party and the city's Spanish Democratic Club. Cardwell added that the Republican Party of Hartford is ready to work with anyone to clean up elections, and to collaborate on programmatic issues, especially issues of economic development, such as those put forward by the Labor Party mayoral candidate Donna McDonough and her city council running mates Ian Levitt and Herbert Quinde.

On Nov. 8, U.S. Labor Party candidates in local races where vote fraud machines were not in place received between 7.8 and 32.5 percent of the vote, while USLP candidates across New York State and New Jersey were defrauded so overtly that the party's legal staff is now making preparations to target the metropolitan area around New York for in-depth investigations into prosecution of those responsible for Vice President Walter Mondale's "No man. One Vote" election-stealing operations.

The Hartford Story

In Hartford yesterday, Jose Garay, defeated GOP candidate for City Council, and Spanish Reform Dem head Mendez, sharing a podium with the USLP's Quinde, reviewed for the press the evidence in their possession pointing to extensive irregularities in the Nov. 8 Hartford balotting which resulted in a 15,000 vote win for Democratic incumbent Anthanson, and a ridiculous count of 517 for the USLP's McDonough. The irregularities included voters voting under assumed names and the voting of people who have been dead for two years or more. A second defeated GOP councilmanic candidate, a systems analyst, reported on precinct by precinct vote studies which showed that the vote ratios were identical in every precinct — a result considered to be next to impossible.

USLP's Quinde's proposal, accepted by the gathering, was the formation of a coalition against vote fraud whose first task is to introduce into the state legislature the National Coalition of Independents on Issues' proposed Vote Standards Act, and to examine the results of Tuesday's elections with a view to legal action and criminal prosecution.

When a Hartford Courant reporter asked incredulously, "Have I got this straight? Can I report that the Republican Party of Hartford has officially endorsed the programs and principles of the U.S. Labor Party?" Quinde said "Look, the issue is development. Let's make it clear. What an endorsement of the Labor Party means is — it means endorsing the tradition of the Federalists, of Lincoln. It means endorsing democracy for everyone. And the Republican Party is one of the few parties which can guarantee that." The Republicans nodded. When a reporter asked incredulously, "Have I got this straight? Can I report that the Republican Party of Hartford has officially endorsed the programs and principles of the U.S. Labor Party?" Quinde said "Look, the issue is development. Let's make it clear. What an endorsement of the Labor Party means is — it means endorsing the tradition of the Federalists, of Lincoln. It means endorsing democracy for everyone. And the Republican Party is one of the few parties which can guarantee that." The Republicans nodded. When a Hartford Courant reporter asked incredulously, "Have I got this straight? Can I report that the Republican Party of Hartford has officially endorsed the programs and principles of the U.S. Labor Party?" Quinde said "Look, the issue is development. Let's make it clear. What an endorsement of the Labor Party means is — it means endorsing the tradition of the Federalists, of Lincoln. It means endorsing democracy for everyone. And the Republican Party is one of the few parties which can guarantee that." The Republicans nodded. When a Hartford Courant reporter asked incredulously, "Have I got this straight? Can I report that the Republican Party of Hartford has officially endorsed the programs and principles of the U.S. Labor Party?" Quinde said "Look, the issue is development. Let's make it clear. What an endorsement of the Labor Party means is — it means endorsing the tradition of the Federalists, of Lincoln. It means endorsing democracy for everyone. And the Republican Party is one of the few parties which can guarantee that." The Republicans nodded. When a Hartford Courant reporter asked incredulously, "Have I got this straight? Can I report that the Republican Party of Hartford has officially endorsed the programs and principles of the U.S. Labor Party?" Quinde said "Look, the issue is development. Let's make it clear. What an endorsement of the Labor Party means is — it means endorsing the tradition of the Federalists, of Lincoln. It means endorsing democracy for everyone. And the Republican Party is one of the few parties which can guarantee that." The Republicans nodded. When a Hartford Courant reporter asked incredulously, "Have I got this straight? Can I report that the Republican Party of Hartford has officially endorsed the programs and principles of the U.S. Labor Party?" Quinde said "Look, the issue is development. Let's make it clear. What an endorsement of the Labor Party means is — it means endorsing the tradition of the Federalists, of Lincoln. It means endorsing democracy for everyone. And the Republican Party is one of the few parties which can guarantee that." The Republicans nodded. When a Hartford Courant reporter asked incredulously, "Have I got this straight? Can I report that the Republican Party of Hartford has officially endorsed the programs and principles of the U.S. Labor Party?" Quinde said "Look, the issue is development. Let's make it clear. What an endorsement of the Labor Party means is — it means endorsing the tradition of the Federalists, of Lincoln. It means endorsing democracy for everyone. And the Republican Party is one of the few parties which can guarantee that." The Republicans nodded. When a Hartford Courant reporter asked incredulously, "Have I got this straight? Can I report that the Republican Party of Hartford has officially endorsed the programs and principles of the U.S. Labor Party?" Quinde said "Look, the issue is development. Let's make it clear. What an endorsement of the Labor Party means is — it means endorsing the tradition of the Federalists, of Lincoln. It means endorsing democracy for everyone. And the Republican Party is one of the few parties which can guarantee that." The Republicans nodded.
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